BIG BOY

Big Boy
The quality event chair for indoor or outdoor events

Material:

flame-retardant (German B1 certification)
seat and backrest: PP-HD with drainage holes
for open-air use; legs: PE
frames: made of electrically welded steel piping

Dimensions
(l x w x h):

0.54 x 0.50 x 0.445 m (21 x 20 x 18 in)
sitting height: 0.45 m (18 in)
depth: 0.52 m (21 in)
width: 0.505 m (20 in)
chair folded: 1.025 x 0.505 m (40 x 20 in)

Weight:

approx. 4.10 kg (9 lbs) per chair

Accessories: section signs, seat and row labels, connector
clips, floorbars
Transport:

160 chairs per (euro) pallet (double stacked)
204 chairs per (euro) pallet (triple stacked)
up to 4,368 chairs per standard trailer

Applications

Optional Extras

The Big Boy is a comfortable, flame-retardant

eps also offers delivery, set-up, and collection. In

folding chair that meets the relevant international

addition, tailor-made cushions, and custom water-

requirements for indoor use, whilst its weather-resistant

proof seat numbers and block signs can be supplied.

steel and plastic construction, mean this model is

We can also provide CAD-based site plans to help

also well suited for use outdoors.

you make the most of the available space while
meeting safety regulations.

Features
The Big Boy features an extra-large frame for
audience comfort, and heavy-duty connectors for
stable and secure row seating. Thanks to its space
saving design, up to 4,368 chairs can be delivered on
a single semi trailer. Big Boys work best on even
surfaces.

www.eps.net

SEATING SOLUTIONS | Big Boy
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01 With the help of the integrated connection system,
these light yet stable chairs can be assembled into
rows
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indoors

and outdoors and is ideal for large events |
03 With its pleasantly wide seat, the Big Boy offers
event visitors a high level of seating comfort | 04 Big
three, each containing 240 chairs
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Boys are stackable and are transported in pallets of

WHEREVER
YOU GO, WE
ARE THERE…

